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Secret recording
reveals Project
Blitz is going into
"stealth mode:"
Remember Project Blitz, the
powerful evangelical lobby's
coordinated, nationwide
campaign to insert Christian
nationalism into laws,
schools, and public policy?
They are likely responsible
for some of Arizona's worst
religious bills in recent years.
Reporters just got their hands on a secret strategy call that
reveals how Project Blitz is going into "stealth mode" amid
mounting public criticism.
The recording reveals that Project Blitz may be "strategically" renamed
Freedom For All, as "the other side's finally caught on."
The call also reveals that:
The blitz state legislative network now comprises some 950
legislators, organized into Prayer Caucuses in 38 states.
The campaign is growing in organizational infrastructure and
capacity, and is escalating its rhetoric.
Congressional Prayer Caucus Foundation (the lobby group which
launched Project Blitz) is debuting a "state-of-the-art," 10,000
square foot National Strategic Center to provide "strategic, legal,
and grassroots support" to the Prayer Caucuses.
The article is a must read.

Follow the progress of Project Blitz at blitzwatch.org and
through Americans United.

A national call to action:
The Trump administration kicked off
National Adoption Month in one of the
worst possible ways.
A proposal by the administration will allow
some of the $500 billion in annual
grants awarded by DHHS to flow to
faith-based adoption and foster
organizations that refuse to work with
same-sex couples, atheists, transgender
individuals, and others who can provide youth a safe, loving home.
It's a heartless, devastating change that will impact more than 440,000
foster youth in the United States awaiting adoption, making it harder for
them to find the family they deserve.
The Every Child Deserves a Family Act can stop this.
Introduced earlier this year in both the House and the Senate, the Every
Child Deserves a Family Act would bar discrimination against children,
youth, parents and others by taxpayer-funded foster care agencies
based on religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or marital
status.
Click here to tell your lawmakers that you support the Every
Child Deserves a Family Act.

Events:

Wondering what the secular community can
do to gain ground in 2020? Come to the
Secular Summit to join the discussion.
Join secular supporters from around Arizona at our annual Secular
Summit for presentations, networking, education, advocacy and more.
This year, our summit theme will revolve around harnessing secular
grassroots power in the 2020 election. Save Our Schools Arizona is
scheduled to present, with others to be announced soon.
We'll also have updates on the upcoming legislative session, Secular
AZ's many legal activities, and additional speakers to be announced
soon!
This is a members-only event; tickets are just $15, or you can support
Secular AZ by being a host, super host, or an event sponsor.
(Not a member yet? It just takes a minute to become one!)
Please join us on Saturday, December 7 at the Humanist Center of
Greater Phoenix in Mesa.

Click here for tickets and more information.

An Evening with Matt and Seth:

Humanist Society of
Greater Phoenix is hosting an evening of conversation and interaction
with Seth Andrews (The Thinking Atheist podcast) and Matt Dillahunty
(The Atheist Experience).
The event at the Doubletree Hilton in Tempe will include tabling by
secular-friendly organizations (including Secular AZ), networking, cash
bar, book signings, and the option of a VIP dinner with Matt and Seth
before the show! Get tickets and more info at HSGP's website here.
Visit azsecularaa.org for more information or to register.

National stories:
Local Opinion (Tucson): SCOTUS hearings on LGBTQ discrimination
essential for workplace protection
Pa. House spends $1.1 million to win court battle to preserve opening
prayer tradition
How Mike Pence's Office Meddled in Foreign Aid to Reroute Money to
Favored Christian Groups
Federal Court Strikes Down Trump Administration Rule Allowing
Refusals in Health Care
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